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You get more  
with Kitomba





The first choice for  
salons and spas

It’s easy to see why Kitomba is the No. 1 choice  

for the world’s best salons and spas.  

With Kitomba, you get more.  

MORE CLIENTS, SALES, FEATURES AND SERVICE  

We’ve been developing Kitomba since 2002 to help our customers 
increase sales and rebooking, build strong client loyalty and achieve their 
business goals. Innovative, easy-to-use software with more features and 

better support is what you get with Kitomba. The result is increasing 
business profit and more success. 

SMARTER, EASIER WAYS TO MANAGE 

Our smart, easy-to-use tools make managing your business a whole lot 
easier. Kitomba has every area of your business covered – clients, staff, 

stock, marketing, targets and more – leaving you a lot more time to work 
on your business and do the things that matter most.

UNDERSTANDING AND INSIGHT 

Understanding your business is key to your success. Knowing what’s 
going on and seeing exactly where to focus your effort to get results 
is critical. No one gives you the insight that Kitomba can. Customised 

reporting, industry benchmarking and staff access to Kitomba give you 
real-time information you can use to increase business performance. 

“Kitomba has revolutionised our business. We’ve 
never had our finger so firmly on the pulse of our 
business. Kitomba gives your business eyes.” 

– Grant Bettjeman, Bettjemans.    



EASY TO USE

Kitomba makes the day-to-day running of your 
business so much simpler. Smart, intuitive and so 
easy to use – that’s what our customers tell us. 
Perhaps, it’s because our dedicated team design 
Kitomba just for the hair and beauty industry 
from the salon floor up. We save you time on 
day-to-day tasks, freeing you up to focus on the 
big things. 

FOR EVERYONE 

Many people contribute to the success of your 
business: you, your staff, your clients and your 
accountant or business coach. That’s why 
Kitomba gives you the ability to give everyone 
customised secure cloud access to the Kitomba 
information and features they need. 

NO ADD-ONS NEEDED

Kitomba has everything you need in one smart 
but simple to use package. There’s no need for 
‘extra’ add-ons and the cost and complexity that 
comes with them. Kitomba has marketing, loyalty, 
targets, online booking and SMS features all built 
in plus everything you expect to manage clients, 
appointments, point of sale, stock and staff.

 

ALWAYS INNOVATING

At Kitomba, we’re always developing new  
features or improving what we have. We regularly 
ask our customers, the industry and ourselves 
how we can do it better. Then we build these 
ideas into our software. Being the best demands 
constant innovation.

The best software
Big or small, if you’re a salon or spa looking to increase  

your business performance, Kitomba has everything you need to  

achieve results and manage your business day to day. 



DESKTOP: KITOMBA 

Like an app on your phone, 
Kitomba is installed software.  
It runs on your salon computer 
and gives you superfast, slick 
access to all the information  
and features you need. As well 
as being fast and responsive, 
it keeps working even if your 
internet runs slow or has 
problems.

CLOUD: KITOMBA ONE  

Kitomba One is your Kitomba 
in the cloud. It gives you and 
your team anywhere, any time, 
any device access to all the 
information and features you 
need via the cloud. Open any 
web browser on your computer, 
smart phone or tablet, and  
away you go. 

THE BEST OF BOTH 

Our customers want the very 
best. That’s why we don’t limit 
them to just the cloud or just 
installed software. Kitomba and 
Kitomba One give you the best 
of both worlds. They’re always 
in sync so you see the same 
information whether you’re in 
the salon or on your phone.

+ =

On the ground  
and in the cloud

With Kitomba, you get the most modern software solution that works  

on the salon floor and in the cloud.  



Marketing made easy
Kitomba makes professional marketing campaigns smart and affordable and 

everyday communication effortless. Staying in touch with your clients, building 

a loyal client base and increasing sales has never been easier. 

EVERYDAY MARKETING

Imagine having an extra staff person who  
every day:

•	 welcomes	new	clients
•	 thanks	clients	for	referrals
•	 follows	up	with	lapsed	clients
•	 sends	reminders	to	clients	to	rebook
•	 checks	in	on	colour	clients
•	 celebrates	birthdays	and	special	events.	

Kitomba’s Everyday Marketing feature is that 
extra person. Set it up once, and Kitomba will 
effortlessly keep you in touch with your clients 
with personalised targeted messages designed to 
recognise and reward them for their business and 
their loyalty, every day.

CAMPAIGN MARKETING

Kitomba offers you two powerful options for 
sending your customers one-off email promotions  
and campaigns.

KMAIL
Kmail is Kitomba’s inhouse email 
marketing tool. It does the heavy lifting 

for almost every email campaign you can imagine.  
It’s fully integrated, free and comes with some of 
the most visual reporting we’ve ever seen.

MAILCHIMP
We’ve linked Kitomba One and 
MailChimp (a dedicated email 
marketing program) to provide you 

specialist email features and functionality. Use your 
Kitomba database and Kitomba One’s powerful 
filter feature to identify target clients with precision, 
then seamlessly get MailChimp to reach your 
clients’ inbox in a clever, inexpensive way.



“Text messages and emails being automatically sent out 
to clients has saved us thousands in avoiding no-shows and 
forgotten appointments.” 

– Kristal Sargent, La Villa Hair & Beauty.



“Benchmark is a truly innovative business tool. It enables 
us to monitor the results that drive bottom line profitability 
on a daily basis, as well as benchmark ourselves against 
other salons, which is both motivating and inspiring. It’s like 
having a business coach with you 24/7.”

– Belinda Robb, Biba.



What’s going on?

Kitomba is the acknowledged leader in reporting. Never base a decision on a guesstimate again. 
Kitomba presents your information in a range of reports, graphs, pictures and industry comparisons so 
you’re always in the know. We go further and focus on a number of industry-specific metrics to give you 
an unfair advantage in running your business. 

BUSINESS SNAPSHOT

Our Business Summary report is 
a powerful tool. Using our years 
of industry understanding, we’ve 
created this ‘super report’ that 
delivers the key information you 
need to understand and manage 
your business and individual 
staff at a glance. With Kitomba, 
you don’t need to run multiple 
reports to get the picture – in 
fact, many of our customers tell 
us it’s the only report they need.

IN YOUR POCKET

Scoreboard shows all your 
daily numbers at a glance on 
your phone or anywhere. Think 
expected and real-time actual 
sales for the day, average 
bill, rebooking, client time vs 
downtime, appointments for 
the day and more. You and each 
of your team can view their 
individual key metrics for the day.

CUSTOM CONTROL 

Kitomba knows that reporting 
can be very personal. What’s 
important to you isn’t necessarily 
the same as someone else. 
So rather than just serve up 
standard reports, Kitomba gives 
you the ability to individually 
customise reports so you see 
what you’re really interested in. 
Remove the clutter and get you 
and your team focused on what’s 
really important. 

More information, understanding and insight. Kitomba reports  

let you see your business from every angle in an instant. 
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Only hair and beauty 
Kitomba software is designed exclusively for the hair and beauty industry.  

It’s what we love, it’s all we do and we’re good at it. After all, we’ve been doing it  

since 2002. With industry features you can’t be without, it’s the smart choice for  

salons and spas serious about success.

BENCHMARK 

No one gives you the industry 
insight that we can. Unique to 
Kitomba, Benchmark gives you 
a visual snapshot of how your 
business compares to others 
in the industry. It’s a powerful 
business health check tool to 
help you increase business 
performance. 

PACKAGES

Create your own unique 
combinations of services or 
service and retail offers, or use 
the packages feature to create 
the perfect gift for birthday 
promotions or special occasions 
and events. 

STAR CLIENTS

Unique to Kitomba, Star Clients 
helps you increase the value of 
each customer visit. It’s a visual 
tool that lets you rate each 
client on criteria you choose 
and, at a glance, see how you 
and your staff can enhance 
their experience and increase 
their value. 

CONCESSIONS

Let your clients prepay for 
a number of treatments in 
advance. Kitomba keeps track 
of how many appointments or 
treatments have been used and 
how many are still available,  
so you don’t have to. 

CLIENT REVISITS

Kitomba’s rebooking feature 
not only prompts you to rebook, 
it prompts you when to set the 
rebook time for each individual 
client. Studies show using this 
tool boosts your revenue by 3% 
at no additional cost, just by 
moving your clients’ revisit rate 
by one day.

ROOMS & EQUIPMENT

Kitomba makes it easy to 
book and allocate treatment 
rooms and equipment and 
link those bookings to client 
appointments – a feature  
loved by our beauty therapy 
and spa clients.

COLOUR PATCH TEST 

Especially for the hair industry, 
Kitomba takes care of when to 
do colour patch tests so you 
can prevent any serious adverse 
effects for your client.

ROOMS AND EQUIPMENT



Happy, loyal customers are key to business success. Kitomba keeps 

the focus on your clients with some very clever client features.

It’s all about  
your client 

Give clients the convenience and flexibility 
to book with you when it suits them. Free 
up your phone, boost rebooking rates and 
client satisfaction, all whilst improving your 
bottom line. Online Booking keeps your 
business open round the clock, so you never 
miss another appointment.

Get going in minutes with one-click 
setup from Facebook.

CLIENT ONLINE BOOKING 

With Kitomba Online Booking, clients can:

•	 view	their	loyalty	balance
•	 update	their	contact	details
•	 view	photos	you’ve	added
•	 add	photos	for	consultation	purposes.
•	 see	their	previous	appointments	and	

rebook them with one click.

And they can do all this through your 
Facebook page or website.



LOYALTY PROGRAMME  

Setting up a client loyalty programme has never 
been easier. Kitomba lets you customise your own 
programme – select clients, set earning rates,  
capture points, redeem rewards and more.

Clients love seeing their points in Kitomba Online 
Booking and receiving points updates in your 
Kitomba emails.

GIVE TO CLIENT 

Let new clients securely enter their details directly 
into Kitomba via an iPad or tablet while you relax 
knowing you’re doing your bit to save the planet. 
Regular clients can update their details too if 
they haven’t done it recently via Kitomba Online 
Booking. You’re going to love having all your 
client details correct!

CLIENT PHOTOS

Kitomba gives you the power to upload pictures 
to a client’s card. You can add a profile photo, 
upload before and after pictures or save a 
client’s favourite look. Clients can add and share 
their own photos in Kitomba Online Booking. 
Use photos to take your clients on their own 
style journey and deliver a more personal and 
altogether better client consultation.

CLIENT REFERRALS

Kitomba lets you know how your new clients 
heard about you, so you know which marketing 
is working. Now you can spend more of your 
marketing time and budget on what works, 
whether it’s Facebook, Instagram, advertising or 
promotions. Kitomba also gives you a report on 
clients who referred others and can automatically 
send them a big thank you.



STAFF TARGETS 

Do you set targets for your staff and reward them 
when they succeed? Do you want staff to lift 
their individual performance to improve overall 
business performance? Kitomba Targets is a tool 
you can use to set goals, motivate and measure 
your team’s performance. 

TEAM MEETING

MOTIVATE AND EMPOWER  

Setting targets is only half the job. Being able to track 
your progress is a big motivator. Kitomba Targets lets 
staff view their individual targets and check their daily 
or weekly progress on their smart phone or tablet. 
Kitomba intelligence will even predict future bookings 
and tell you if you’re on track for success.  

Motivate staff  
with targets

It’s true that what gets measured gets done. Kitomba Targets helps you and your  

team focus on what they need to do to achieve results with smart but  

simple tracking tools that everyone can use. 



“Goals and targets are a part of all our lives. Using targets is 
a key ingredient in the success of Oscar Oscar. We value the 
inclusion of Kitomba Targets and the ability for stylists to view 
their performance. The visual way the targets vs performance 
are shown makes it easy for everyone to understand.” 

– Ann-Maree Mason, Oscar Oscar. 





Having the best software isn’t enough for us. Keeping our 

customers happy and supported is just as important,  

so we promise you the best service too. 

So much more  
than software  

HERE TO HELP 

With Kitomba, you’re never 
alone. Our friendly team are 
available at the end of the 
phone, chat or email to give 
you free and unlimited support 
whenever you have a question  
or need help. We can even 
remotely access your Kitomba 
and show you in real time how 
to do something. 

WE KNOW OUR STUFF 

Many of our knowledgeable 
support team have hands-on 
experience in the industry.  
We understand how things 
work, and we speak your 
language. We think that’s 
important. 

GETTING STARTED 

We give you one-on-one help 
to get started. Every new 
customer gets a personal 
‘getting started’ session with 
a Kitomba trainer so that 
you can confidently use all 
the core features of Kitomba. 
Upgrading? Talk to us about 
migrating your client records 
from your old system. Extra 
training needed? We can 
arrange that too.

99.9%16
WE DON’T LIKE TO KEEP YOU 
WAITING. WE ANSWER CALLS ON 
AVERAGE IN JUST 16 SECONDS.

sec
WE KNOW YOUR BUSINESS DEPENDS 
ON US. KITOMBA ONE IS AVAILABLE 
99.9% OF THE TIME.

97%
WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS AND 
THEY LOVE US. OUR AVERAGE 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS 97% 

“Kitomba is what wires our business together.  
There are so many features we haven’t even tapped 
into yet, and we want to get the most out of our 
investment in Kitomba. The interactive training 
opportunities are accessible to everyone – no extra 
travel or cost. Kitomba University makes this possible.”

– Sarah Moss, Plush Hairdressing.



Get even more out of Kitomba. Head to Kitomba University  

and access free webinars and interactive online training  

sessions with business coaches and Kitomba experts.

Kitomba University 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Missed something interesting, 
not sure how to use a function, 
or want tips from the experts? 
Our knowledge base is jam 
packed with instructional  
‘how to’ guides to help you 
become a Kitomba master. 
It’s also the place to go to find 
previous webinars. 

ONLINE TRAINING 

Our free 30-minute interactive 
tutorials and webinars are 
held several times every week 
at Kitomba University. Run by 
business coaches and Kitomba 
experts, they’re all about doing 
business smarter. Learn the best 
tips and tricks for your business 
by watching and doing, and 
join the discussions with your 
questions and answers.

KITOMBA LIBRARY 

At the Kitomba library, you’ll 
find interesting articles, e-books, 
blogs and practical advice on all 
sorts of topics designed to build 
your business knowledge and 
support you on the path to be 
even more successful.  



20,000 stylists and therapists  

already love Kitomba!

Photography supplied by O
scar O

scar, oscaroscar.com
.au



Kitomba 
for you 
We can help you work out the right 

package for you and your business  

– let’s talk.

0800 161 101

kitomba.com

GOLD PACKAGE 
Foundation

PLATINUM PACKAGE 
Advanced

DIAMOND PACKAGE 
Everything you want and need

ENTERPRISE 
Managing multiple sites
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